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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the time-averaged and time-dependent response of ions in dense plasma is important for correctly interpreting and modeling atomic structure and radiation transport in extreme environments,\textsuperscript{1,2} including stellar atmospheres\textsuperscript{3} and imploding inertial fusion capsules.\textsuperscript{4} The potential in and near an ion immersed in a dense plasma is influenced by its bound electrons, free electrons, and neighboring ions. These influences can change the radiative and thermodynamic properties of the plasma by modifying the energy levels that are available to an ion and causing energy level shifts.\textsuperscript{5}

Dense plasma line shifts originate from free-electron modification of the ionic potential.\textsuperscript{1,2} Free electrons in the ion sphere screen the nuclear charge and shift bound energy levels toward the continuum. The energy separation between levels is decreased for a given bound-electron configuration, and emission lines are shifted to lower photon energies. With an important application to astrophysical plasmas, correct identification of the effect helped resolve the disparity between spectroscopically inferred white dwarf masses and the results from other measurement methods and the predictions of general relativity.\textsuperscript{6}

While dense plasma line shifts have been described mathematically\textsuperscript{7} and confirmed experimentally,\textsuperscript{8} few measurements have tested line-shift model predictions at high energy density, leading to an incomplete picture for how this process is understood and modeled in extreme conditions. Data comparisons to line-shift model predictions in this regime have been hampered by the difficulty of obtaining uniform, well-characterized, and high-energy-density (HED) plasmas. Line-shift measurements are especially needed in hot dense plasmas to provide a stringent test for analytic and detailed
atomic kinetics and radiative-transfer calculations. Equally important, line-shift measurements can provide a sensitive benchmark for free-electron distribution models within the ion sphere—an important application of the N-body problem.\textsuperscript{9}

In this work, we report the first picosecond time-resolved measurements of dense plasma line shifts of the $1s2p-1s^2$ transition in He-like Al ions as a function of the instantaneous plasma conditions. Line shifts were measured with picosecond time resolution for electron densities of $1$ to $5 \times 10^{23} \text{ cm}^{-3}$ and temperatures of $250$ to $375 \text{ eV}$. The plasma conditions were inferred with well-quantified errors from spectroscopic measurements of the Al He\textsubscript{$\alpha$} complex. The data are compared to a generalized analytic model proposed by Li \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{10} based on a parameterization of numerical ion-sphere model calculations. The predicted line shifts show broad agreement with the data over the full range of densities and temperatures studied, with evidence for deviation from the experimental data at the most-extreme conditions. This work provides an experimental test of a simplified method that calculates quantum-number–dependent energy level shifts for ions in dense, finite-temperature plasma.

II. EXPERIMENT DETAILS

The experiments were carried out at the Multi-Terawatt (MTW) Laser Facility\textsuperscript{11} at the University of Rochester’s Laboratory for Laser Energetics. Figure 1(a) shows the experimental setup. The laser directly irradiated small-mass targets with 0.7-ps, \lessgtr 16-J pulses at the laser’s fundamental wavelength ($\lambda = 1054 \text{ nm}$) or second harmonic. The laser was focused to an $\sim 5-\mu\text{m}$ full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) focal spot by an $f/3$ off-axis parabolic mirror at normal incidence to the target at intensities greater than
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$10^{18}$ W/cm². The targets were thin plastic foils with a buried Al microdot. The microdot was vacuum deposited in a 0.2-$\mu$m thin layer on a 1-$\mu$m parylene support. The thickness of the front parylene overcoat was varied between 0 and 2 $\mu$m to access different plasma densities. The Al microdot was kept purposefully thin to limit spatial gradients, while the outer plastic layers constrain sample expansion to achieve near-solid density conditions.  

High-intensity laser pulses with low contrast reduce the maximum electron density that can be achieved in buried-layer target interactions by causing the target to prematurely heat and decompress. In the experiments reported here, electron densities of up to $2 \times 10^{23}$ cm$^{-3}$ were achieved at the laser’s fundamental wavelength with a measured temporal contrast of the order of $10^8$ up to 100 ps prior to the main pulse. Experiments with high-contrast, frequency-doubled pulses achieved electron densities of the order of $5 \times 10^{23}$ cm$^{-3}$. Based on work by previous authors and the measured contrast of the $1\omega$ beam, the temporal contrast of the frequency-doubled beam is estimated to be $10^{12}$ (Ref 15). However, no on-shot contrast measurement was available for this particular experiment. Residual $1\omega$ light was rejected at a spectral contrast of the order of $10^{12}$ by six transport mirrors with 99% $1\omega$ extinction coatings.

Picosecond streaked x-ray spectroscopy was used to infer the density and temperature of the Al layer. For this measurement, a conically curved potassium acid phthalate (KAP) streaked x-ray spectrometer was used in combination with a time-integrating flat pentaerythritol (PET) crystal spectrometer. The streaked spectrometer was configured to study Al He$_\alpha$ (1$s^2p$–1$s^2$) thermal line emission with spectral resolving
power $E/\Delta E \sim 1000$ and 2-ps temporal resolution. Time-integrated spectra were measured on each shot and used to correct the streaked spectra for variations in spectral sensitivity introduced by the photocathode.

It is noted that the plasma-induced line shifts measured in the experiment could be exaggerated or disguised by streak-camera charge-coupled device (CCD) clocking errors. The CCD clocking was measured offline using a structured photocathode illuminated by a static x-ray source. The tests identified a $0.46 \pm 0.01^\circ$ correction that was applied to the experimental data. Experimental tests with low-density, laser-driven Al plasmas confirm that the clocking offset was properly corrected.

A. Spectrometer dispersion calibration

Figure 1(b) shows example streaked data where the dispersion of the streaked x-ray spectrometer was determined in situ from the emission lines of He- and Li-like Al ions at low plasma density. A well-resolved emission spectrum was selected after the plasma was allowed to expand for 12 ps after the high-intensity pulse [Fig. 2(a)]. The initial He$\alpha$ and intercombination line positions cannot be directly identified with tabulated transition energies because the plasma environment modifies the ionic energy level structure. The Li-like satellite lines are not expected to measurably shift because of the extant screening effect of the $N = 2$ spectator electron. The green trace in Fig. 2(a) corresponds to the latest time in the plasma evolution that could be reliably measured, corresponding to $t_0 + 275$ ps, where $t_0$ is the arrival time of the high-intensity laser pulse at the target. At this time, the plasma consists of approximately isolated radiators and the He$\alpha$ resonance and intercombination lines are observed at a higher photon energy. The
observed position of these lines is constant in time and provides an energy fiducial to register the dispersion.

Additional Al K-edge measurements were carried out to verify the calibration. A 2-μm Al filter placed over the detector aperture was backlighted by laser-produced x rays and the K-shell absorption edge at 1559.6 eV was recorded. The measured edge location is free from plasma effects and provides an absolute energy fiducial to confirm the dispersion slope and offset.

The measured fiducial position $P$ was related to the photon energy $E$ via Bragg’s law for the spectrometer geometry,

$$ P(\text{pixel}) = A \cdot \tan \left( a \sin \left( \frac{hc}{2d \cdot E} \right) \right) + B, \quad (1) $$

where $A$ and $B$ are fitting parameters, $h$ is Planck’s constant, $c$ is the speed of light, and $2d = 26.64$ Å is the Bragg spacing of the KAP crystal. The results of the calibration are shown in Fig. 2(b). A conservative estimate for the uncertainty in peak position yields two pixels, or 0.25 eV. Uncertainty in the location of the K edge is slightly larger because of degraded spectral resolution at the edge of the streak camera field of view where the K edge was measured. This uncertainty provides the dominant contribution to the calculated error in the measured shifts. The overall uncertainty in the dispersion is within the width of the data points in Fig. 2(b). This dispersion was applied to all data collected in this work. An important point for these measurements is that the dispersion was established self-consistently without reference to plasma-dependent fiducials. Previous
work\textsuperscript{19,20} relied on time-averaged measurements of the $K_\alpha$ line shape to set the dispersion. The technique presented here provides the dispersion over the full spectral range of interest, registered to the cold Al K-shell absorption edge.

Figure 3(a) shows the streaked data gathered from an Al layer heated by a 16-J, 0.7-ps pulse focused to $\sim 1 \times 10^{19}$ W/cm$^2$. The Al was enclosed on both sides by a 1-$\mu$m thin parylene tamper. The data are corrected for the streak tube’s geometric curvature and variations in photocathode spectral sensitivity. The time axis was calibrated in separate tests. The Stark-broadened resonance line and the commensurate strong satellite emission indicate high plasma density over the duration of the experiment. Spectra were averaged over a five-pixel temporal window (shaded region) corresponding to the streak camera’s temporal impulse response. A linear background was removed from the data.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

The He$\alpha$ FWHM and He$\alpha$-to-satellite intensity ratios were interpreted using a nonlocal-thermodynamic-equilibrium (NLTE) collisional-radiative atomic model\textsuperscript{21} to infer the Al density and temperature as a function of time.\textsuperscript{2,22} The model calculated synthetic spectra for Al IX–XIV ions over a regular density and temperature grid of 0.1 to 6 g/cm$^3$ and 100 to 600 eV, respectively. The simulation was carried out in 1-D for a 0.2-$\mu$m Al slab. Satellite contributions to the line shape were treated in detail by including transitions from all ions with non-negligible populations. Satellite blending with the resonance line may otherwise be misinterpreted as spurious Stark-broadening or red shift.\textsuperscript{23} The effects of radiation transfer were included using an escape probability approach based on local escape factors to calculate photoexcitation rates.\textsuperscript{21} The line
profiles were calculated with the effects of Doppler, Stark, natural, Auger, and opacity broadening. The synthetic spectra were convolved with the detector resolving power and the He$\alpha$ FWHM and He$\alpha$-to-satellite intensity ratio were tabulated for each temperature and density grid point for comparison to the measured spectra. Apparent He$\alpha$ shifts caused by line broadening and satellite blending were calculated from the model to verify that the observed shifts were caused by true plasma effects.

The experimental He$\alpha$-to-satellite intensity ratio was formed over the same spectral bands as the synthetic data. The error was determined from a Monte Carlo study that produced a ratio distribution from uncertainties introduced by photon statistics and the analysis procedure. The distribution variance characterizes the ratio error with coupled sources of uncertainty. For the lineout selected in Fig. 3(a), the ratio was 2.5±0.5. Figure 3(b) shows the temperature and density contour specified by the measured ratio (red). The He$\alpha$ FWHM provides a second measurement to constrain the measured conditions. The FWHM was measured from a spline fit through the data to minimize random error introduced by statistical signal fluctuations. Noise was considered separately as a source of uncertainty by calculating the probability distribution for the measured width based on the likelihood that statistical signal fluctuations could be spuriously detected as FWHM crossing points. For the data shown, the width was 5.3±0.6 eV. The measured FWHM specifies a second contour in temperature and density space (blue) that constrains the inferred temperature and density. The width of the two contours and the size of the overlap region are related to the uncertainties in the measured quantities.
An estimate for the true temperature and density is calculated from the mean temperature and density in the overlap region. The error in the estimated temperature and density corresponds to the extent of the overlap region along each axis. The conditions were inferred to be $330 \pm 56$ eV and $0.9 \pm 0.3 \text{ g/cm}^3$ ($2.2 \pm 0.8 \times 10^{23} \text{ cm}^{-3}$). Figure 3(c) shows the unfiltered spectrum and the model prediction for the measured conditions. The model considers the instrument resolving power and reproduces the experimental data well. It is noted that the data have been uniformly shifted to higher photon energies by 2.4 eV for comparison with the synthetic spectrum since the atomic kinetics model used here does not include dense plasma line shifts.

The spectral shifts were quantified by the difference between the first moment of the measured He$\alpha$ line shape and the predicted (unshifted) He$\alpha$ line shape. The limits of integration were selected to fully encompass the He$\alpha$ line without contamination from the intercombination line. The uncertainty in the measured shift was calculated assuming independent contributions from dispersion calibration error and statistical signal fluctuations. The measured shift for the spectrum shown in Fig. 3(c) was $2.4 \pm 0.3$ eV.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 4(a) shows the measured He$\alpha$ line shifts for inferred electron densities from 1 to $5 \times 10^{23} \text{ cm}^{-3}$. The dataset is composed of well-resolved spectra with no self-reversal. The error bars are shown for a few representative data points at low, medium, and high densities. The asymmetric vertical error bars reflect the uncertainty in the measured location of the Al K-shell absorption edge used to register the absolute dispersion calibration. This uncertainty does not propagate to the inferred temperature
and density since those quantities are sensitive only to the relative dispersion. The data show a nearly linear shift with increasing electron density.\textsuperscript{26} The highest electron densities measured were near 80\% of solid and were achieved with the high-contrast $2\omega$ drive. The data were selected over a small range of temperatures between 250 and 375 eV.

For each data point, an apparent shift was calculated from the atomic kinetics model to confirm that the observed shifts were not spurious. These data are plotted in red and the typical error is within the data point. The magnitude of the apparent shift appears to decrease with electron density because the $2\omega$ drive for high-density studies produced proportionately higher temperatures that suppress satellite enhancement of the red wings of the line profile.\textsuperscript{22}

Predictions from a generalized analytic ion-sphere model proposed by Li et al.\textsuperscript{19} are compared to the data in Fig. 4(a) (blue). The analytic approach relies on the self-consistent field ion-sphere model (SCFISM)\textsuperscript{27} to obtain the self-consistent density distribution of bound and free electrons within the ion-sphere. Relativistic atomic structure calculations of the bound wave functions are carried out in a screened nuclear potential determined from the electron density distribution. Detailed scaling studies were performed to obtain a generalized density- and temperature-dependent formula for the energy level structure in the plasma.

For each data point in Fig. 4(a), the analytic formulation was used to predict the line shift at the inferred temperature and density. The calculation is monoenergetic and considers only the $1s2p-1s^2$ transition. The calculation agrees well with the data at low density but diverges at higher densities, likely because the calculation neglects
unresolved satellites and other contributions to the line shape. An attempt was made to recover this information by adding the apparent shifts to the ion-sphere model predictions. This addition produces better agreement at low and moderate densities, as shown in Fig. 4(b) (orange). The error bars indicate uncertainty in the calculated shifts based on the density uncertainty in the corresponding data point. The temperature uncertainty was neglected since the model exhibits weak dependence on electron temperature \( \sim T_e^{-0.25} \).

Sensitive spectral measurements of this nature may prove to be a valuable test of electron screening models in extreme conditions. For example, improved agreement between the analytic model and the experimental data is obtained for an ad hoc 10\% reduction of the ion-sphere radius [Fig. 4(b)] (purple). The optimum reduction was determined by a single-parameter maximum-likelihood least squares fit to the data that considered uncertainties in the inferred densities and line shifts. The quality of the match is surprisingly sensitive to the scale factor. It is noted that a 40\% increase in the inferred densities can reproduce the improved agreement. It is unlikely, however, that the analysis overestimates the inferred densities by that amount and it is improbable that densities above solid were achieved in the experiment.

Moreover, spectroscopic temperature and density measurements from K-shell ions can be sensitive to the choice of atomic model. Recent work has demonstrated that model discrepancies can contribute up to 30\% uncertainty in the inferred conditions, mostly from uncertainty in Stark-line–shape calculations.\(^\text{28}\) Model-dependent temperature and density measurements will become more reliable as ongoing theoretical and experimental work further validates line-shape models.
V. SUMMARY

In summary, spectral line shifts of the $1s2p - 1s^2$ transition in He-like Al ions have been studied as a function of the instantaneous plasma conditions at high energy density. The line shifts were measured using a picosecond time-resolved x-ray spectrometer with an absolutely calibrated spectral dispersion. Buried-layer targets and a high-contrast $2\omega$ laser driver provided access to densities near 80% of solid. The plasma conditions were inferred by comparing the measured spectra to calculations from a NLTE collisional-radiative atomic physics model. A generalized analytic line-shift model was found to be broadly consistent with the experimental data for all but the highest densities studied. These findings are important to understanding plasma-dependent atomic structure and radiation transport in high-energy-density environments.
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**Figure Captions**

FIG. 1. (a) Experimental setup. (b) Example streaked He$\alpha$ emission from a rapidly heated Al surface layer. The Li-like satellites, intercombination line, and He$\alpha$ line are shown.

FIG. 2. (a) X-ray spectra from an Al surface layer at $t_0 + 12$ ps (blue) and $t_0 + 275$ ps (green). (b) The measured peak positions were identified with tabulated transition energies using an analytic dispersion calibration derived from Bragg’s law for the spectrometer geometry.

FIG. 3. (a) Streaked He$\alpha$ emission from a buried Al layer. (b) The plasma conditions are inferred from the He$\alpha$ intensity ratio (red) and FWHM (blue). (c) The synthetic spectrum corresponding to $T_e = 330$ eV and $\rho = 0.9$ g/cm$^3$ (red) is compared to the data (blue).

FIG. 4. (a) Comparison of the data (black) to the analytic line-shift model (blue) and apparent shifts (red). (b) Comparison of the data (black) to the analytic line-shift model plus apparent shifts (orange) and the line-shift model with a scaled ion-sphere radius (purple). The optimum scale factor was determined by a single-parameter least-squares fit to the data.